APA STYLE—References

*Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th ed.  2010*

The American Psychological Association’s format for citing and referencing multiple sources is commonly used by the social sciences. This format requires that all quotes, paraphrases, and any additional content taken from other sources be cited within the body of the text (your paper) and listed in alphabetical order on a separate reference page at the end of the document. The reference page is double-spaced with one inch margins and has a 1-inch hanging indent. The following examples provide basic citation guidelines. For more detailed information, consult the *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th ed.*

**References**

**Journal article with DOI**


**Journal article without DOI (when DOI is not available)**


If the reference was retrieved electronically and there is no DOI, give the URL of the journal home page.

Note, include the issue number in parentheses after the volume number only if each issue begins again with page number 1.


This reference was retrieved from a print source because neither a DOI nor a URL is provided.

**Magazine article**


**Online magazine article**


**Newspaper article**


Note, if an article appears on later pages, provide those pages as well.

**Online newspaper article**


Book, print version

Electronic version of print book

Electronic-only book
Note, if no date is available, write n.d. in parentheses after author name.

Book chapter, print version

Reference Book

Entry in an online reference work, no author or editor
Note, in the absence of an author, always start with the title.

Motion Picture

Single episode from a television series

Video

Podcast